SK188-II CHIP RESETTER
The price of the original EPSON ink cartridge is expensive. How to decrease and save the
cost of printing is our concern. The ink level of EPSON intelligent cartridge is recorded in
the IC. It accurately records and controls the ink level. Without the resetter, you can not
reuse the IC cartridge even though the empty ink cartridge is refilled, This results in the
high expense.
SK188-II Chip Resetter can reset the IC in the Epson wide format intelligent ink cartridges
to full mode and thereby enabling the cartridge to function as new, and does not change the
property of the cartridge. Then the empty cartridge to be reset and refilled to full can be
reused after the ink is refilled.
SK188-II Chip Resetter is versatile. It will automatically identify the cartridge model and
detect the chip on the cartridge is in a good state or not, then reset the chip. It can be used
more than 1000 times.
You will get the ability to refill/reset the following ink cartridges with built in IC:
T499/T500/T501/T502/T503/T504; T511/T512/T513/T514/T515/T516;
T5491/T5492/T5493/T5494/T5495/T5496;
/T5441/T5442/T5443/T5444/T5445/T5446/T5447/T5448;
T5431/T5432/T5433/T5434/T5435/T5436/T5437/T5438;
T5451/T5452/T5453/T5454/T5455/T5456 and Maintenance Tank C12C890071etc;
T5651/T5652/T5653/T5654/T5655/T5656/T5657/T5659/T5641/T5642/T5643/T5644/T56
45/T5646/T5647/T5649 and Maintenance Tank C12C890191;
T5631~T5639/T5621~T5629; T5662/3/4/8/T5672/3/4/8;
ICBK24/C24/M24/Y24/LC24/LM24/GY24/MB24/ICBK25/C25/M25/Y25/LC25/LM25/G
Y25/MB25; ICBK38/C38/M38/Y38/LC38/LM38/GY38/LGY38/
ICBK39/C39/M39/Y39/LC39/LM39/GY39/LGY39 ETC.
It allows you to completely recharge the ink cartridges for the following printer models:

Epson Wide Format Printer:
Stylus Pro 10600/Color Proofer 10600/Stylus Pro 10000/Color Proofer 10000 /Stylus Pro
10000cf/Stylus Pro 9600/Color Proofer 9600Stylus Pro 7600/Color Proofer 7600/ Epson
Stylus Pro 4000/4400/4800/7800/9800/7400/9400 and PX-6000/7000/9000/7500/9500 etc.

SK188-II Chip Resetter Main Unit

OPERATION:

As shown in the following figure, the special notch is designed for the Epson wide format
ink cartridges in the SK188-II. Simply slide the pins on the SK188-II into the slots on the
Epson wide format ink Cartridge and secure it tightly so that it makes contact with the chip.
After a few seconds, the LED indicator will light up and flash about 3~4 seconds, if the
LED turned into green color, it means the resetting operation has been successfully
completed, and the chip is in a good state; if the LED turned into red color, is means that
the chip on the cartridge is abnormal. After reset, you refill the cartridge with ink and
mount the cartridge in the Epson wide format printer.

TROUBLESHOOTING
1. The LED on the SK188 does not flash or the LED TURNED RED after light up and
flash, the causation may be:
a). The pins do not contact well with the terminal of the IC in the cartridge.
b). The ink cartridge is not the original Epson ink cartridge or unlike the design
of the Epson.
c). The button cell in the SK188-II is exhausted.
2. The quality of printing is not good, the causation may be:
a). During refilling, some air has entered into the ink cartridge. To avoid this, let
the cartridge rest for about 24 hours.
b). The quality of ink is not good.

